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Abstract 

This report reflects research conducted into video games, their interactions with people with 

disabilities, and how these interactions improve through the use of accessibility features. The 

report highlights where accessibility features are necessary, as well as their past, present, and future 

implementation, essentially discussing how accessibility grew from a secondary concern to a 

significant priority in only a few short decades. Assisting this were accessibility laws passed to 

require certain features, which are also discussed. Recent actions have laid the groundwork for 

even greater inclusion within video games, but only time will tell how game companies decide to 

approach accessibility. 
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A Piece of the Action for All: Accessibility in Video Games 

Introduction 

Video gaming has become a complex endeavour. For example, a player in the middle of a 

game may need to react to a sound cue indicating incoming danger, then take action to dodge that 

threat. In just that one interaction, the player has to use their hearing to hear the sound, their vision 

to detect the threat relative to them, and their dexterity and reaction time to perform the necessary 

move in time. Without even one of those components, the entire motion becomes much more 

difficult. Although it may be easy to take such functions for granted, having to navigate these 

situations while accounting for missing information is the reality for millions of people with 

disabilities. The Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 defines a person with a disability as “a 

person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life 

activities, a person who has a history or record of such an impairment, or a person who is perceived 

by others as having such an impairment” (Guide 1). Such people comprise 26% of the U.S. 

population, and many of them require accessibility laws, such as Section 508 of the 1973 

Rehabilitation Act. (Disability) Section 508 required that any information or communication 

developed by the U.S. government must be accessible to those with disabilities. (Section) 

Accomplishing this involves adding accessibility features, or features making a technology easier 

to understand. Well-known examples of accessibility features include Windows’s Text-To-Speech 

and high contrast themes, both of which help those with a vision impairment. When video games 

came to the mainstream over the next decade, accessibility for them was highly limited until the 

1998 Workforce Investment Act brought accessibility as a whole to the spotlight in the form of 

worker accommodations. (Bierre 1) From that point, video game accessibility has expanded 

greatly, to where many games now have entire pages of accessibility options. This report will 

discuss where accessibility concerns come from, and how they were, are, and will be addressed. 

Where Accessibility Concerns Arise 

An Accessible Game Experience (APX) relies on two factors: access and challenge. Access 

comes first, and refers to the ability of the player to read the signals given by cues within the game, 

and in turn provide input to the game through button inputs. Challenge refers to situations and 

obstacles within the game through which the player must navigate. (AbleGamers 1) Barriers to 

either of these tend to come from four types of disabilities. Visual disabilities can obstruct the 

player’s view of the game world, challenge elements, and even the method of input. Auditory 

disabilities tend to disrupt the effectiveness of audio cues, whether the cues come from dialogue 

or from warning sounds. Mobility disabilities most often prevent the player from inputting controls 

properly, affecting mostly challenge. Cognitive disabilities can span a wide variety of issues in 

both access and challenge. (Bierre 2-3) 



Illustration courtesy of AbleGamers 

How to Address Concerns 

The solutions to accessibility concerns vary greatly depending on the type of game at hand 

and where each game would run into accessibility problems. For example, a game with emphasis 

on its story may need subtitles to help those with an auditory disability and ways to access written 

records of the game events to accommodate cognitive disabilities. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim 

(2011) accomplishes both with captioned dialogue and quest logs, accessible from the pause menu. 

A game oriented around fast-paced action may need a setting to adjust the game’s speed so that 

those with delayed reaction times and hampered physical reflexes have a higher chance of success 

in overcoming the challenges within. Celeste (2018) is an example of a game to employ a speed 

setting for accessibility. Most games also benefit from allowing button remapping, or the player 

adjusting any control to a button that works for them. 

Whatever the case may be, the appropriate fixes come in the game’s options, sometimes 

alongside other options and sometimes with their own dedicated accessibility menu. Many of these 

accessibility fixes do not require much effort or time to implement. Any game hoping to implement 

closed captioning for dialogue need only refer to the already-written script, for example. Many 

others involve adhering to effective game design choices, as well. Using the same input method 

for both the menus and the gameplay is both a simple issue to fix, and an effective design choice 

regardless of any disabilities. (Ellis) A large issue in accessibility is not complexity or difficulty 

of implementation, but simply time. Game companies tend to add accessibility in the late stages 

of game development, both so that they reflect the most recent state of the game and because 



accessibility is seen as a secondary concern. The time restraints imposed by late-stage game 

development often leads to accessibility features being cut for time reasons. (Schrier 2) 

Accessibility in Early Gaming 

In the early years of video gaming, accessibility features from first-party companies were 

rare, but did happen occasionally. An example comes from the official Nintendo Hands-Free 

controller, which allowed players with limited hand motion to control a Nintendo Entertainment 

System game using nothing but their tongue to press the directional pad and their airstream to blow 

for an A button press, and suck in for a B button press. (Wilds 2) As video games evolved and the 

needs of people with disabilities received more attention through legislation, first-party 

accessibility became more common. An example lies in Half-Life 1 & 2 (1998/2004), where 

shortly after the first game’s release, players with hearing impairments contacted developer Valve 

and requested closed captioning. The company would provide a copy of the game’s script to the 

community, but build in their own closed captioning system for the sequel. Doom 3 (2004) 

similarly benefitted from player feedback, as Id, the developers, worked with the community to 

modify the game to include closed captioning. Neither case involved significant effects on the 

game’s development cycle. (Bierre 6-7) Apart from that, first-party accessibility was either sparse, 

or an unintended result of another feature. Destruction Derby (1995) had automatic steering 

features on lower difficulty settings, which would point the player back in the right direction if 

something went wrong while driving. This would benefit not only newer players, but ones with 

disabilities as well. (Bierre 8) 

The State of Accessibility Now 

The lack of focus on video game accessibility would eventually shift. In 2010, the 

Communications and Video Accessibility Act (CVAA) updated Article 508 to include modern 

technologies, which classified video games with chat features as a communication technology. 

The act states that any game made after December 31st, 2018 must make their player-to-player 

communication, and by extension any menus required to reach it, accessible to individuals with a 

variety of disabilities, including blindness and deafness. The developers of the game have freedom 

to accomplish these means in any way they see fit. (Demystifying 2) With official legislation 

regarding video game accessibility in the works, gaming studios found themselves needing an 

approach to incorporating accessibility. Microsoft would go with a hardware-oriented approach, 

revolving around making peripherals easier to use. This culminated in the Xbox Adaptive 

Controller, a device meant to address issues relating to the Xbox One’s controller input. Starting 

production in 2015 and eventually releasing in 2018, the device consists of two large buttons, a 

directional pad, and many 9.5mm audio jack ports, one for each button on a regular controller. The 

player would plug any compatible device they wanted into any control, such as pressure sensors 

or control sticks. (Ore 2) By marketing the device as another necessary one instead of an 

afterthought or side feature, Microsoft had brought necessary attention to the disabled community 

and made them a priority. 

Sony would take a different direction, focusing less on hardware and more on software. In 

2015, the company issued an update for its PS4 system, adding “accessibility-minded functions, 

including button remapping, text-to-speech, and enlarged texts for those with visual and auditory 

disabilities” (Gwaltney 3). The company would also encourage accessibility in its exclusive 



   
 

   
 

games. The Last of Us Part II (2019) would become a shining example of what accessibility could 

look like, with more than 60 accessibility options, including three pre-made sets of options for 

visual accessibility, aural accessibility, and motor accessibility. Specific options include allowing 

the user to hold a button down to cause an action instead of rapidly pressing a button, and options 

to skip puzzles entirely if the player cannot solve them for any reason. (Last) Nintendo sticks out 

as a company that, outside of a system update allowing for zoom-in features, has not made 

concentrated efforts to cater to audiences with disabilities. (Gwaltney 3) 

Future Accessibility 

Future trends for accessibility show much promise. With Microsoft allowing users to 

configure the Adaptive Controller to their exact needs and Sony providing the players with the 

means to adjust the game itself to their needs, it is clear that the trend for accessibility going 

forward involves allowing the player to customise their experience as much as possible. Major 

companies taking these approaches will likely cause other companies to follow suit, perhaps using 

a combination of both of their approaches. The future also holds some potential for virtual reality 

technology, which will likely introduce its own share of accessibility concerns as well. Possible 

issues may come from games that require some range of bodily motion, in addition to vision issues 

in any game. As VR evolves, so too will new solutions to the issues posed. 

Conclusion 

Accessibility for games has come far, farther in the past ten years than any other time in 

gaming’s life. Although there is still work to do, the foundation for fully inclusive games has been 

built, and with the constant expansion of technological abilities, there exists a world of possibilities 

for the future. 
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